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10 Jokes Only Engineers Will Understand. Who Says ...
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/10-jokes-only-engineers-understand...
10 Jokes Only Engineers Will Understand. ... To the engineer, ... What is the difference
between mechanical engineers and civil engineers?

'what is best joke on mechanical engineer? ' - Quora
https://www.quora.com/what-is-best-joke-on-mechanical-engineer
A mechanical engineer went to police station for filing report for his missing wife:
Engineer : I lost my wife (misty), she went for shopping and still not reached home yet.
Inspector: What is her height? Engineer: I never noticed. Inspector: Slim or healthy?
Engineer: Not slim can be healthy. Inspector: Color of eyes? Engineer: Never noticed.

Images of mechanical engineering jokes
bing.com/images
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Funny Engineering Jokes for Engineers - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/funny-engineering-jokes-606695
These are jokes about all branches of engineering that maybe only engineers will get.
Find a funny engineering joke or riddle. These are jokes about all branches of engineering
that maybe only engineers will get.

Engineering Humour
engineering-humour.com/engineering-jokes.html
Engineering Jokes A physicist and an engineer were working on a top secret time travel
project. Suddenly, there was a flash of light and there before them appeared a very
beautiful female life form.

Engineers Jokes at WorkJoke.com - Profession Jokes
www.workjoke.com/engineers-jokes.html
The engineer tried to remember things about differential pressures, but resorted to
climbing the steeple and lowering a string on a plumb bob until it touched the ground and
then climbed down and measured the length of the string.

Mechanical Engineer Jokes Gifts on Zazzle
https://www.zazzle.com/mechanical+engineer+jokes+gifts
Shop for the perfect mechanical engineer jokes gift from our wide selection of designs, or
create your own personalized gifts.

Mechanical Engineering Jokes | Cad Crowd
https://www.cadcrowd.com/blog/mechanical-engineering-jokes
Who doesn't love a good engineering joke? Not us, that's for sure. Whether you're an
engineer yourself, you'll love these mechanical engineering jokes!

20 of the Punniest Engineering Puns You Can Find ...
www.craftechind.com/20-of-the-punniest-engineering-puns-you-can-find
A: An introverted engineer looks at his shoes when he's talking to you, an extroverted
engineer looks at your shoes when he's talking to you. 17) Looking for a boyfriend in
engineering: the odds are good, but the goods are odd. 18) Q: What did the structural
engineer say to the architect? A: Nice buttress.

What's your favorite engineering joke? : â€¦
https://www.reddit.com/.../1y730h/whats_your_favorite_engineering_joke
Three engineering students were gathered together discussing the possible designers of
the human body. One said, "It was a mechanical engineer. Just look at all the joints."
Another said, "No, it was an electrical engineer. The nervous system has many
thousands of electrical connections." The last said, "Actually it was a civil engineer.

Top 10 Engineering Jokes > ENGINEERING.com
https://www.engineering.com/.../14889/Top-10-Engineering-Jokes.aspx

1. Biological Engineering. Three engineers were gathered together discussing the â€¦

2. Choices. Two engineering students were crossing campus when one asked the â€¦

3. The Job Interview. Reaching the end of a job interview, the HR manager asked the â€¦

4. The Power of Assumption. A chemist, a physicist, and a chemical engineer are â€¦
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